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Declare a CALL FOR RESCUE at the
Command Center
Nature of the Caller
Type of Caller :

MARSCHAL

Determine if the call
for rescue come
from a marschal?

PARTICIPANTS & SPECTATORS,
EMERGENCY ASSETS

Pre-filling of the alert form via the marschal tab

Click on the marshal tab
Search for the marschal by entering all or part of a geographic landmark name / surname / first name

1

Create a call for rescue using the « + » action

2

The use of the shortcut
enable to pre-fill the call for rescue form : the marschal’s
name, his call-back number as well as his position are already pre-filled!
Save

7

Bib search / patient's name
Choose a reason of rescue

5

If necessary, I define
more precisely the
location

If the bib is still unknown, I click on
"Create" and then "unknown".

4

5

6

bis

Transmit the call then Locate the intervention by text message (next page)

Fill the Call for Rescue form

1

Click on the Intervention tab
Declare a new call for rescue

2

Save

Fill the Apelant
identity & phone
number
Choose the reason of rescue

3

Search for Bib / patient's name

5
If the bib is still unknown, Click on
"Create" and then "unknown".

5

bis
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Transmit the call then Locate the intervention by text message (next page)

7

Search for a KM, a Check point, etc.)

5

If necessary, define
more precisely the
location

6

Turn the sheet over
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Declare a CALL FOR RESCUE at
the Command Center
Transmit the call to the emergency regulator
Inform the witness that he will receive a geolocation text message:
"Please activate your phone's GPS, your 4G data and then click on the link in the
text message ".
Inform the witness that he or she will be connected to the emergency
regulator.

Transmit the telephone
handset to the regulator
next to you.

Transfer the call
according to the
instructions
provided

or

Locate the intervention by text message

List of interventions
2 Click on the location tab

Open the relevant health folder

1

Fill a phone
number

4
6
Send the message

DOKEVER 2017

5
Choose the
language of
the text
message

3

Enter witness phone number

